
Signature Keynotes
Leadership Communication: Communication is at the heart of every successful business. Yet 
relatively few businesses have a clear vision, let alone one that’s communicated in a consistent and 
inspiring way throughout the business and to clients. This course give leaders the headspace to make 
strategic choices about their personal and professional impact, their visibility and their capacity to 
influence and inspire change. Leading with strong empathy.

The Art of Networking  How can you get clients at business events? How do you create meaningful 
interactions? How do you position yourself and make sure that you get the business cards you want 
to get. We are talking about non-verbal communication, elevator pitches, and the art of connection. 
Get some interesting insights from the communication expert, Saana Azzam, that shares some key 
tips on how to communicate, connect, and network. In this interactive talk, you will get practical tips 
and techniques ready for you to start using today.

Giving And Receiving Feedback: The Giving and Receiving Effective Feedback workshop provides 
participants with a proven framework and immediately actionable skillset to share and take feedback 
in ways that improve performance, build stronger relationships, and increase engagement and 
commitment.

Public Speaking Masterclass: In this masterclass the topics that are covered include transitioning to 
virtual webinars and sessions like a pro. Dealing with invisible and silent audiences. Building 
confidence and dealing with nerves and common fears. Developing a more engaging and influential 
speaking style. Using the power of non-verbal communication to influence your message. Creating a 
powerful and more influential message. Building stronger rapport with your audiences.

Book Saana and let her inspire
your clients at your next big event!

Looking for more inspiration for your business? Meet the Chief Inspirational 
Officer, Saana Azzam, who is a serial entrepreneur, an international 
award-winning economist, Forbes contributor, and CEO of The Middle East 
leading speaker’s bureau, MENA Speakers and a tech platform called 
Experts Market. Azzam also has distinguished herself as a keynote speaker,      
_ embracing her passion for impacting the lives of others as a 
______professional speaker since 2010. 

Saana Azzam

You have the charisma to own the stage. It was a career improving session 
for me. Mohamed Zeeshan Ali, Manager at Toshiba

Her sense of humor and timely light-heartedness kept us all intrigued and 
alert for everything she threw at us. The whole room felt a tangible 
enhancement in our skills at the end of the workshop versus how we 
started. Rawan Gebran, Director Udacity

AWARD-WINNING ECONOMIST | AN INSPIRATIONAL BUSINESSWOMAN | FORBES CONTRIBUTOR | BUSINESS INFLUENCER

She has been speaking for the likes of Spotify, The Kellogg’s 
Company, UAE University, and many more across the world. If you 
are ready to leave with tactics and strategies to grow then you are 
connecting with the perfect speaker for your event.
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Saana Azzam


